BREAKING THE
DATA BARRIER
C LO U D - BA S ED, ENTER P R I S E- C L A S S
C O L L A B O R AT I O N

HOW TO USE THE CLOUD FOR GREATER VISIBILITY
AND INSIGHT AMID ENHANCED CONTROL
Silos, archaic IT systems and other organizational impediments—many not even
recognized—impede collaboration and data sharing. Business users, workgroups and
entire departments become less productive when they can’t easily locate and share
information vital to their daily work. Through it all, the IT department struggles to
ensure that employees don’t breach policies—risking corporate and customer data
security and privacy—in the name of expediency.
Fortunately, there’s a solution to these challenges: cloud-based, enterprise file sync
and share (EFSS). Today’s solutions can help would-be collaborators achieve their
objectives while still respecting security rules. Working groups can share folders,
files and workflows within a well-defined framework. This means business users and
analysts can gain greater insight via a more natural flow of information and ideas—even
as IT and data security executives achieve enhanced governance.
“I call it consumer-simple, enterprise-secure,” says Blake Brannon, vice president
product marketing with VMware AirWatch, a vendor of cloud-based management
and security products that integrate with cloud file-sharing platforms. “The cloud is
re-engineering application design to be more focused on end-users and work processes
versus infrastructure and technologies.”
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HOW THE CLOUD STRENGTHENS SECURITY
The shift to consolidated, cloud-based file sharing
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productive and protecting corporate data, EFSS
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CONSOLIDATION BEST PRACTICES
Easy to use, workflow-enabling tools tend to grow

notifying them that a secure, enterprise-class file-
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A WIN-WIN WITH CLOUD
The right cloud platform breaks down barriers to let

options that can actually enhance governance.

ideas and information flow freely to wherever they

EFSS-based consolidation is a win-win throughout

can make people more productive. At the same

modern organizations.

time, IT managers gain enterprise-grade security
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